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Abstract
Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a major cause of mortality worldwide, largely due to an increased risk
of cardiovascular disease (CVD). Abnormalities of bone and mineral metabolism are strongly involved
in the increased cardiovascular and CKD mortality. Notably, vitamin D deficiency is frequently found
in CKD and CVD patients. Another important predictor of all-cause mortality in CVD and patients
undergoing kidney transplantation is arterial stiffness. Moreover, many risk factors of CKD and CVD,
such as diabetes and hypertension are associated with arterial stiffness. Interestingly, several studies
reported a link between vitamin D deficiency and arterial stiffness. Vitamin D supplementation has
shown to improve endothelial function and arterial stiffness in animal models. In contrast, some
studies demonstrated increased serum vitamin D levels to be associated with increased risk of
hypertension and vascular stiffening. This suggests, although several studies investigated the
association between vitamin D and arterial stiffness, the exact link and underlying mechanisms
remain to be unraveled. Therefore, this review aimed to evaluate the currently-available literature
on the link between vitamin D and arterial stiffness. Herein, we gave an overview of the most
important studies concerning vitamin D supplementation and arterial stiffness. To further
demonstrate the involved pathogenesis, we focused on the role of the endothelium.
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Introduction
CKD: a global health problem
Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is one of the major causes of mortality worldwide. Furthermore, the
incidence of CKD is on the rise. According to the ‘Global burden of disease study’, age-standardized
mortality as result of CKD has increased by 36.9% in the past 25 years. (Rhee CM et al, 2015). Earlystage CKD is often asymptomatic or less symptomatic, unlike advanced-stage CKD, but it accounts for
about 90% of all cases (Jha V et al, 2013).
CKD is defined as kidney damage or decreased kidney function, for a period of at least three months,
regardless of the underlying cause. Often, kidney damage results in proteinuria; the loss of protein in
the urine(Cozzolino M et al, 2015, Hemmelgarn BR et al, 2010). Based on the degree of proteinuria
and renal function, expressed as the Glomerular Filtration Rate (GFR), CKD is subdivided into five
stages. The fifth stage is termed end-stage renal disease (ESRD), which requires renal replacement
therapy such as dialysis or renal transplantation (Ojo A et al, 2014).
The high risk of mortality in CKD patients is largely due to an increased risk of cardiovascular disease
(CVD). Cardiovascular mortality among late-stage CKD patients is 10 to 30 times greater than among
the general population and CKD is more likely to result in death than in the progression to ESRD (Jha
V et al, 2013). This link between CKD and CVD is partly explained by strong associations between CKD
and traditional cardiovascular risk factors (Kovesdy CP et al, 2013). For example, hypertension and
diabetes are major risk factors for CKD. Similarly, CKD is linked to high cholesterol and obesity (Jha V
et al, 2013). Nevertheless, these traditional risk factors do not fully explain the high mortality rate in
CKD.
Mineral and bone disorders in CKD
Surprisingly, despite the high prevalence of traditional CVD risk factors, common strategies to reduce
cardiovascular risk in the general population have shown only limited benefits in CKD patients
(Fellström BC et al, 2009). Hence, there is an ongoing search for new risk factors contributing to CVD
in CKD. Notably, abnormalities of mineral and bone metabolism are strongly associated with
increased cardiovascular and CKD mortality (Kovesdy CP et al, 2013). These abnormalities, such as
hyperphosphatemia, hypo- and hypercalcemia are grouped together under the name CKD-related
Mineral and Bone Disorders (CKD-MBD). Primarily, CKD-MBD is characterized by impaired phosphate
homeostasis and changes in vitamin D metabolism (Liu WC et al, 2015, Pavlovic D et al, 2015).
Although the pathophysiology of CKD-MBD is complex, vitamin D appears to play an important role
in this disorder (Parikh C et al, 2015). Indeed, vitamin D deficiency is frequently found among
patients suffering from CKD and CVD (Liu WC et al, 2015, Pavlovic D et al, 2015). Low vitamin D levels
are common in early stages of CKD and the deficiency tends to become more severe as kidney
disease progresses. This link is important, because vitamin D deficiency affects more than one billion
people worldwide (Liu WC et al, 2015, Pavlovic D et al, 2015, Yuste C et al, 2015).
Vitamin D physiology
Vitamin D is obtained from two different sources: through nutrition and through endogenous
synthesis in the skin. When the skin is exposed to ultraviolet B radiation, 7-dehydrocholesterol is
converted into previtamin D, followed by conversion of previtamin D to vitamin D3 (cholecalciferol).
Vitamin D3 then binds to vitamin D binding protein (VDBP) and is transported to the liver by the
circulatory system. Diet-obtained vitamin D, ergocalciferol (from plant origin) and cholecalciferol
(from animal origin), is taken up from the gastrointestinal tract. Next, it is transported to the liver,
where the metabolites are converted into 25-hydroxyvitamin D by vitamin D-25-hydroxylase (Liu WC
et al, 2015). When the complex formed by 25-hydroxyvitamin D and VDBP reaches the glomerulus in
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the kidneys, the complex is filtered. Next, the filtrated complex enters the renal proximal tubular
cells via endocytosis through megalin receptor. The enzyme 1α-hydroxylase facilitates the conversion
of 25-hydroxyvitamin D to calcitriol (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D), the active form of vitamin D, which is
then transported back into the circulation (Liu WC et al, 2015, Liu WC et al, 2015). This active form of
vitamin D has a shorter half-life, between 8 to 12 hours. However, compared to 25-hydroxyvitamin D,
its affinity for specific binding with the vitamin D receptor (VDR) is much stronger. Since the
expression of 1α-hydroxylase is not restricted to the kidneys, the conversion of 25-dydroxyvitamin D
to 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D also occurs in extra-renal tissues, where it functions as both autocrine
and paracrine hormone (Liu WC et al, 2015).
Vitamin D is an important regulator of mineral homeostasis. As such, it affects bone, the kidneys, as
well as extra-renal organs. It does so through a complex feedback loop involving phosphate, calcium
and parathyroid hormone (PTH). The intestinal epithelial cells contain transient receptor potential
vanilloid channels type 5 and 6, which facilitate the absorption of phosphate and calcium by vitamin
D. PTH regulates the synthesis of vitamin D through increasing the activity of 1α-hydroxylase,
resulting in an increase of vitamin D levels in the kidneys. Alternatively, when vitamin D levels are
elevated, this process is inhibited by a negative feedback loop in which vitamin D decreases the
secretion of PTH (Liu WC et al, 2015, Pavlovic D et al, 2015, Liu WC et al, 2015). Conversely,
hypocalcemia leads to the secretion of PTH to stimulate the reabsorption of calcium and the release
of phosphate and 1α-hydroxylase, which enhances the synthesis of vitamin D. Thus, serum levels of
PTH, phosphate and calcium all are involved in the regulation of vitamin D, phosphate and calcium
homeostasis (Liu WC et al, 2015).
The effects of the active form of vitamin D are mediated by the binding to the VDR. This receptor
consists of a ligand binding domain, DNA binding domain (DBD), retinoid X receptor (RXR) and
regulating proteins. The ligand binding domain affects VDR conformation and induces its activation,
whereas RXR acts as a co-receptor. The DBD modulates the interaction of VDR with DNA sequences
located in vitamin D promoter region. The VDR regulating proteins function either as co-activators in
order to promote gene transcription, or as co-repressors which involves down-regulation of
transcription (Liu WC et al, 2015).
Vitamin D deficiency in CKD
Vitamin D deficiency is a notable problem in patients with CKD stage 3-5. Multiple factors contribute
to the low level of vitamin D in CKD patients. Primarily, the progression of CKD is associated with a
reduction in kidney mass. This reduction in functional kidney tissue leads to reduced bioavailability of
1α-hydroxylase, which affects the production of active vitamin D (Liu WC et al, 2015, Pavlovic D et al,
2015). However, several other factors contribute to vitamin D deficiency. These factors include the
renin-angiotensin system (RAS) and fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23) (Santoro D et al, 2015).
In general, the RAS regulates blood pressure and blood volume homeostasis. The activation of RAS
starts with renin, which is secreted by the kidney, followed by a cascade resulting in angiotensin-2
(Ang2) as the end product. Ang2 is the main effector hormone of the RAS and it acts on several
organs, such as the kidneys, heart, brain, adrenal glands and the vascular system. Recent studies
demonstrated that vitamin D interacts with RAS, including renal and systemic effects associated with
hypertension and proteinuria (Santoro D et al, 2015).
FGF23 is normally produced by osteocytes and osteoblasts as a result of enhanced vitamin D levels to
induce phosphaturia. However, in CKD, FGF23 rises to high levels early in the course of the disease.
As a consequence, the activity of 1α-hydroxylase decreases, resulting in reduced production of active
vitamin D. Additionally, elevated levels of FGF23 contribute to the pathologic state of CKD-MBD, by
impairing calcium and phosphorus homeostasis, thus inducing secondary hyperparathyroidism,
elevated bone remodelling and vascular calcification (Liu WC et al, 2015, Cernaro V et al, 2016).
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Furthermore, increased FGF23 levels are linked to adverse cardiovascular outcomes in CKD patients,
such as left ventricular hypertrophy, endothelial dysfunction, atherosclerosis and arterial stiffness
(Ding HY et al, 2015, Freundlich M et al, 2013).
Arterial stiffness and vitamin D deficiency
Arterial stiffness is a major contributor to mortality among CKD and CVD patients. CKD patients have
stiffer vessels than the general population, resulting in less arterial compliance (Toussaint ND et al,
2007). Arterial stiffness is a major risk factor for cardiovascular events and also an important
predictor of all-cause mortality found among patients undergoing kidney transplantation. Several
traditional risk factors, such as diabetes and hypertension, as well as non-traditional risk factors such
as reduced GFR and systemic inflammation are associated with arterial stiffness (Bargnoux AS et al,
2015).
Vascular calcification is an important cause of arterial stiffness, through a process characterized by
arterial remodelling and changes in the intrinsic properties of the arterial wall. CKD promotes
uraemia, which in turn, induces architectural abnormalities. These abnormalities include increased
extensive calcification, but also extracellular matrix and fibro-elastic intimal thickening. As a
consequence, both the intimal and medial layers of the vasculature are affected. Calcification formed
in the medial layer is the most important contributor to arterial stiffness (Toussaint ND et al, 2007).
Interestingly, vitamin D deficiency is linked to arterial stiffness (Chang J et al, 2015). Several studies
reported that low serum vitamin D levels are associated with increased arterial stiffness. Clinical trials
and animal models showed that vitamin D supplementation is associated with improved endothelial
function and reduced arterial stiffness. However, some papers demonstrated vitamin D overload to
be causative for vascular stiffening and increased risk for hypertension (Giallauria F et al, 2012).
Although several published studies have investigated the associations of vitamin D and arterial
stiffness, the underlying mechanisms remain to be elucidated. In light of the high cardiovascular
mortality in CKD patients, it is of great importance to gain further insight in this association. This
review aims to evaluate the currently-available literature about the link between vitamin D and
arterial stiffness. To do so, we have performed a literature survey using the pubmed database.
Briefly, in this review, we will give an overview of studies regarding vitamin D supplementation and
arterial stiffness. We will provide an overview of the most important results of these studies and will
compare and discuss the findings.
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Research findings
Early studies on arterial stiffness and vitamin D
One of the earliest study on arterial wall properties and vitamin D was conducted in dogs. This study
examined the effect of vitamin D3-induced calcinosis on aortic elastic behaviour. Nine healthy dogs
(between 48-72 months old) were instrumented with a pair of ultrasonic diameter dimension gauges
and a pressure microtransducer in the thoracic aorta. Five of them received 1,25dihydroxycholecalciferol and a normal diet for ten days, while the remaining four dogs were controls.
At the end, aortic wall stiffness and pulse pressure were measured (Cabrera Fischer EI et al, 1991). In
the experimental group, a decrease in aortic pulse pressure along with an increase in serum calcium
concentration were found. Vitamin D treatment reduced aortic stiffness and this was correlated with
serum calcium levels and aortic pulse pressure. The results show that high doses of vitamin D3
induced calcinosis but no aortic wall thickening. Surprisingly, although severe experimental calcinosis
induces calcium deposition in the arterial walls, this was accompanied by reduced arterial rigidity,
primarily due to alteration of vessel wall collagen elasticity (Cabrera Fischer EI et al, 1991).
Later, more clinical studies were conducted to gain more insights on the specific role of vitamin D in
mineral metabolism and arterial disorders. A cross-sectional study, performed in fifty-two stable and
uncomplicated ESRD patients on hemodialysis examined the relationship between arterial alterations
and mineral metabolism parameters, including serum PTH and vitamin D. Aortic stiffness was
measured using aortic pulse wave velocity (PWV). Additionally, brachial artery distensibility, flowmediated dilation (FMD) and the presence of arterial calcification were determined in patients
(London GM et al, 2007). After adjustment for blood pressure and age, 25-hydroxyvitamin D and
1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 were negatively correlated with aortic PWV, while positively correlated
with brachial artery distensibility and FMD. This indicated that low vitamin D has been associated
with increased arterial stiffness and impaired endothelial function. Furthermore, patients with higher
arterial calcification scores had lower serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D, however, this association was
abolished after adjustment for age. Based on the results, the authors conclude arterial dysfunction in
ESRD patients is linked to vitamin D deficiency (London GM et al, 2007).
Vitamin D supplementation: inconsistent associations
Cholecalciferol supplementation is associated with improved endothelial function and reduced local
vascular stiffness. A clinical study, conducted in forty-one pediatric CKD patients with low 25hydroxyvitamin D levels, and twenty-four vitamin D-deficient healthy patients, investigated the
impact of cholecalciferol on cardiac function, local arterial stiffness and endothelial function. All
subjects were treated with a single, high dose of 300,000 IU cholecalciferol. After a follow up period
of twelve weeks, endothelium-dependent FMD, common carotid arteries distensibility and arterial
stiffness measurements were performed, along with blood parameters such as serum PTH and 25hydroxyvitamin D levels (Aytaç MB et al, 2015). The baseline mean 25-hydroxyvitamin D level was
similar in the patient and the control group. The patient group had lower distensibility values for
carotid arteries, while arterial stiffness index was increased with respect to the control group.
Cholecalciferol treatment induced increased serum vitamin D levels in both groups. However,
cholecalciferol supplementation increased FMD and endothelium-independent FMD only in children
with CKD. The patient group showed a rise in arterial distensibility and a fall in the arterial stiffness
index after cholecalciferol treatment. Altogether, the study concludes that oral cholecalciferol
treatment improves endothelial dysfunction and local vascular stiffness in children with CKD and low
vitamin D (Aytaç MB et al, 2015).
Furthermore, vitamin D supplementation has been shown to suppress oxidative stress and
inflammatory mediators of arterial stiffness. A double blind, randomized, placebo controlled study in
130 obese participants with hypertension and low serum vitamin D level was performed to
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investigate whether high dose vitamin D supplementation affects inflammatory and oxidative
mediators of arterial stiffness. Participants received a monthly dosage of 100,000 IU of vitamin D3 for
three months, in which control subjects received placebo. Vascular function, through PWV and
endothelial function, using FMD were assessed (Martins D et al, 2014). Vitamin D supplementation
induced a decrease in serum PTH and urinary isoprostane (a marker of oxidative stress) (Basarici I et
al, 2008). However, vitamin D supplementation reduced PWV only among participants in the highest
tertile by level of urinary isoprostane. This finding indicates that the beneficial effects of a shortterm, high dose vitamin D treatment on vascular function are more apparent in patients with
excessive oxidative stress (Martins D et al, 2014).
Interestingly, a recent study analysed the effect of a high versus low dose vitamin D administration in
untreated hypertensive and vitamin D-deficient individuals, with a follow up period of six months. In
accordance with the previous study, high dosage of vitamin D supplementation lowered surrogate
markers of arterial stiffness but not central PWV. Participants were randomized and supplemented
either with a high dose (4000 IU/day) or low dose (400 IU/day) cholecalciferol (Zaleski A et al, 2015).
Cardiovascular endpoints including blood pressure, PWV and augmentation index (AIx) (a measure
for arterial stiffness) were determined. Mean blood pressure was not different between high dose
and low dose groups. The group treated with a high dose vitamin D showed decreased AIx, only
when not adjusted for heart rate, whereas no improvement of AIx was observed among participants
in the low dose group. There was an association between PWV and serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D
levels. Thus, the pleiotropic beneficial effect of vitamin D on arterial stiffness appears to be dosedependent (Zaleski A et al, 2015).
Vitamin D supplementation does not improve arterial stiffness
In contrast to the beneficial effects of vitamin D supplementation shown in these previous studies,
several other studies did not find effects of vitamin D treatment on arterial stiffness (Gepner AD et al,
2012, Mose FH et al, 2014, Stricker H et al, 2012, Veloudi P et al, 2015,). A randomized, placebocontrolled, double-blind study, in 56 patients on chronic dialysis showed that cholecalciferol
treatment for six months did not improve arterial stiffness and cardiac function. Subjects received
3000 IU cholecalciferol or placebo every day for six months. Variables, such as blood pressure, PWV
and AIx and structural parameters, such as left ventricular mass index (LVMI) and LV wall thickening
were determined. Baseline blood pressure, PWV, AIx and LVMI were not different between the
groups. Similarly, these parameters were not affected by vitamin D treatment. Thus, six months
cholecalciferol supplementation in individuals on chronic dialysis does not improve arterial stiffness
and cardiac function (Mose FH et al, 2014).
Vitamin D promotes arterial stiffening
Making the story even more intricate, some studies even report adverse outcomes of vitamin D
supplementation (Fortier C et al, 2014, Richart T et al, 2007). An observational, longitudinal study in
85 individuals, undergoing chronic hemodialysis examined the impact of active vitamin D treatment
on the progression of aortic stiffness with a follow-up of 1,2 years . Subjects were treated either with
a low dose (<2µg/week) or a high dose (≥2µg/week) alfacalcidol. Results showed that the
progression of PWV was remarkable in both groups (Fortier C et al, 2014). Individuals receiving a high
dose alfacalcifedol therapy had accelerated progression of PWV. Furthermore, AIx was increased in
both groups, and it increased to a greater extend in the group subjected to the high dose. Moreover,
adjustments for changes in blood pressure and other factors including PTH, 25-hydroxyvitamin D and
FGF23 showed that aortic stiffness was still more progressed in the group treated with high dose of
alfacalcidol. This indicates that therapy with high dose of alfacalcifedol in hemodialysis patients is
linked to an accelerated progression of aortic stiffening (Fortier C et al, 2014).
A report on renal versus extrarenal activation of vitamin D regarding atherosclerosis, arterial
stiffening and hypertension gave more insights on the adverse effects of vitamin D in cardiovascular
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parameters. Interestingly, the infiltration and accumulation of macrophages in atherosclerotic
plaques can induce the activation of vitamin D. Extrarenally, in sites of inflammation, macrophages
can express 1α-hydroxylase, leading to the activation of calcitriol. Calcitriol is a vasoactive and prooxidative substance when it comes to vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs). The activation of
calcitriol might facilitate deleterious effects on the function and structure of the arterial media. This
leads to arterial calcification, followed by arterial stiffening and hypertension (Richart T et al, 2007).
In vitro studies, using VSMCs described three mechanisms by which vitamin D involves the
development of arterial lesions. Firstly, vitamin D stimulates the activation of L-type calcium
channels. This results in an increased contractile response to vasoconstrictors and calcium deposition
on elastin fibers. The second pathway occurs through the inhibition of PTH related peptide
transcription and stimulation of osteopontin and vitamin D, which promotes arterial calcification. The
third mechanism in which vitamin D is associated with arterial lesions, is through the activation of
p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase and phosphatidyl-inositol kinase, that causes cell
differentiation, cell migration and oxidative stress. This process is partly induced by growth factors
and cytokines such as Ang2, finally, promoting structural disintegration and arterial wall stiffening
(Richart T et al, 2007).
In spite of the inconsistent outcomes found in studies on vitamin D supplementation and arterial
stiffness, many studies confirmed that the endothelium is a crucial component in maintaining
vascular function. Moreover, studies showed that vitamin D exerts its cardiovascular effects through
the preservation of endothelial function (Mozos I et al, 2015). With this in mind, we continue on the
impact of vitamin D on endothelial function, to find any associations with arterial stiffness.
Vitamin D and endothelial function
Vitamin D and endothelium-dependent vasodilation
A recent study reported beneficial effects of vitamin D therapy on the cardiovascular system, through
the endothelium. Paricalcitol (a synthetic activated form of vitamin D) treatment improves
endothelium-dependent vasodilation in CKD patients. The paricalcitol and endothelial function in
chronic kidney disease (PENNY) study, has tested the effect of active vitamin D on endotheliumindependent and –dependent vasodilatation, in a double-blind, randomized, controlled trial setting.
89 Patients with stage 3 to 4 CKD were subjected to a daily dose of 2,0 µg paricalcitol or placebo for
twelve weeks. Blood pressure and heart rate were assessed in all participants (Zoccali C et al, 2014).
Vascular function was determined using endothelium-dependent and –independent vasodilation
measurement. Biochemical parameters, such as plasma PTH and 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D were
assessed as well. Paricalcitol supplementation markedly reduced PTH and suppressed serum 1,25dihydroxyvitamin D level. Vascular measurements showed increased FMD in paricalcitol-treated
patients, but endothelium-independent vasodilation remained unaffected by paricalcitol. Thus, this
study shows that paricalcitol treatment in CKD patients improves endothelium-dependent
vasodilation without affecting endothelium-independent vasodilation (Zoccali C et al, 2014).
Vitamin D affects cardiovascular risk factors trough endothelial function
Vitamin D deficiency is known to be associated with endothelial dysfunction and arterial stiffness in
healthy individuals as well as CKD patients (Andrukhova O et al, 2013). Vitamin D is described as an
endothelium-protective agent (Alyami A et al, 2014). Vitamin D affects the vessel wall directly by the
presence of the specific endothelial enzyme 1α-hydroxylase (Brewer LC et al, 2011). The endothelium
is able to convert 25-hydroxivitamin D to the active form of vitamin D by 1α-hydroxylase (Alyami A et
al, 2014). This conversion modulates the inhibition of antigen-induced cytokine-mediated endothelial
cell activation and the expression of TNF-α adhesion molecule, accompanied with increased NO
production, decreased oxidative stress, vascular cell adhesion molecules (VCAM), intracellular
adhesion molecules (ICAM) and IL-6 (Alyami A et al, 2014, Brewer LC et al, 2011). This indicates that
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the overall effects of vitamin D on cardiovascular risk factors might be achieved through the
reduction of systemic inflammation and endothelial dysfunction (Alyami A et al, 2014).
The role of the endothelium in arterial stiffening
Endothelial function and vascular stiffness
The endothelium is a monolayer of cells that covers the luminal side of blood vessels. It functions as a
structural barrier between blood and the vessel wall, in order to prevent adhesion and aggregation of
platelets and leukocytes, control permeability to plasma compounds and to maintain blood flow
(Marti CN et al, 2012). Nitric oxide (NO) is the predominant agent released by the endothelium,
which diffuses to the vessel wall to induce VSM dilatation and myofibrillar relaxation. Additionally,
the endothelium exerts anti-proliferative and anti-inflammatory effects (Marti CN et al, 2012). In
pathologic conditions, the endothelium fails to mediate vasodilation responses, partially due to an
imbalance between NO and vasoconstricting hormones (Shirwany NA et al, 2010). In such a state,
mainly inflammatory responses promote atherogenesis, enhancing oxidative stress while reducing
the production of NO. As a result, endothelial dysfunction triggers down regulation of eNOS and
further stimulates oxidative stress. This all contributes to impaired arterial distensibility and vascular
stiffness (Marti CN et al, 2012).
An important but complex feedback loop exists between the endothelium and arterial stiffness.
Endothelial cells respond to alterations in arterial stiffness by structural and biochemical adaptations.
However, these structural and biochemical adaptations of endothelial cells and VSMCs further
contribute to cellular contractility, leading to vascular wall stiffening (Huveneers S et al, 2015). This
vicious cycle explains that vascular stiffening impairs endothelial function and this in turn, promotes
arterial stiffness (Shirwany NA et al, 2010).
VDR and NOS
Vitamin D-mediated VDR signalling plays an important role in the preservation of vascular function.
VDR is widely expressed throughout the body and it has a broad spectrum of impacts on many
different cell types, including VSMC and the endothelium (Andrukhova O et al, 2013, Brewer LC et al,
2011). In the vasculature, endothelial nitric oxide synthase-3 (NOS3) is one of the main sources of
NO. Interestingly, in VDR mutant mice aortas, mRNA and protein expression of NOS3 are reduced.
Wild-type aorta rings treated with vitamin D showed increased NOS3 expressions, but this effect was
absent in aortas lacking VDR. Hence, the loss of VDR signalling impairs aortic NOS3 expression and
endothelial NO production, leading to a reduction in NO bioavailability. As a result, the VDR mutant
mice developed arterial stiffening and increased arterial pulse pressure. Thus, vitamin D influences
endothelial function through a VDR- and NOS-dependent mechanism (Andrukhova O et al, 2013). In
another in vitro study, the administration of VDR-specific ligands resulted to the activation of eNOS
and NO (Molinari C et al, 2011). In addition to the effects of VDR on endothelial function, VDR
knockout in mice is linked to elevated activation of RAS, by increased expression of renin and Ang2
production (Brewer LC et al, 2011). Vitamin D is directly involved in the negative endocrine regulation
of the RAS (Li YC et al, 2002).
The effect of vitamin D on the RAS: an alternative pathway
Clinical studies show an inverse relationship between the activity of RAS and plasma vitamin D
concentrations. Renal-protective effects of vitamin D or VDR activators are partially mediated by
alterations in RAS. For example, VDR activators exert direct effects on the RAS, suppressing the gene
transcription of renin (Li YC et al, 2002, Yuan W et al, 2007). Furthermore, vitamin D has shown to
decrease renin levels through the suppression of renin gene promoter activity (Li YC et al, 2002).
Moreover, clacitriol has shown to reduce angiotensin-1 receptor expression in endothelial cells,
located in renal arteries of hypertensive patients. As a consequence, endothelial function was
improved, accompanied with reduced ROS production. In this way, calcitriol is involved in restoring
the endothelium-dependent relaxation in the kidney and normalizing proteins associated with
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oxidative stress (Mozos I et al, 2015). Further elucidating the interaction between vitamin D and the
RAS, mice treated with strontium to block the biosynthesis of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D had increased
renin expression on mRNA levels. Supplementing those mice with 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D
decreased renal expression of renin. Since vitamin D also decreased renin expression in vitamin Dtreated cultured cells, it is clear that the suppression of renin expression by vitamin D occurs directly
(Li YC et al, 2002).
The potential role of RAS
Ang2 directly induces contraction of arteriolar smooth muscle, which contributes indirectly as well as
directly to endothelial dysfunction. Ang2 modulates ROS in VSM and endothelial cells to regulate
proliferative and hypertrophic responses, involved in inflammation. The suppression of eNOS and NO
activation, an intergral component of endothelial dysfunction causes local synthesis of endothelin-1
(a potent vasoconstrictor) and enhances the effects of Ang2. Moreover, the main Ang2 receptors
AT1-R and AT2-R trigger endothelial apoptosis. This Ang2-mediated apoptosis in the endothelium is
induced by ROS and dephosphorylation of ERK1/2. Studies also demonstrated that aldosterone has
an impact on the vascular tone by reducing the bioavailability of NO. Furthermore, aldosterone alters
structural and mechanical properties of the vessels, leading to increased peripheral vascular
resistance and stiffness (Silva PM et al, 2010).
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Discussion
Arterial stiffness has emerged as a key risk factor in the pathophysiology of CVD and CKD. In this
essay, we explored the link between vitamin D and arterial stiffness. Although vitamin D
supplementation gave inconsistent results regarding arterial stiffness in patient with CKD, mounting
evidence indicates that vitamin D has a beneficial impact on endothelial function, which is essentially
involved in the preservation of vascular function and arterial stiffness. Studies demonstrated that
vitamin D has an advantageous relationship with arterial stiffness through enhancing endothelial
function, suppressing systemic inflammation and ROS.
Vitamin D supplementation with oral cholecalciferol improved endothelial dysfunction and local
arterial stiffness in pediatric CKD patients with low vitamin D levels. The mechanisms underlying
improved endothelial function in these patients can be explained by the effects of cholecalciferol on
VSM and the endothelium. Cholecalciferol promotes the release of vasodilating agents, such as
prostacyclin and decreases local inflammation. However, the number of subjects included in this
study was relatively small with respect to other studies. Besides, the study period was only twelve
weeks, which could be not long enough to investigate the long-term effects of oral cholecalciferol
(Aytaç MB et al, 2015).
Interestingly, Martins et al demonstrated that a high dose vitamin D supplementation for a longer
time period was associated with reduced expression and activation of oxidative stress and
inflammatory mediators of arterial stiffness. However, vitamin D reduced PWV only in the group of
participants with excessive urinary isoprostane. This might suggest that the cardiovascular benefit of
vitamin D treatment is more evidently observable in high risk patients with enhanced ROS
production. The lack of reduction in the PWV in the overall sample supplemented with vitamin D,
might be due to an inadequate follow up period or due to insufficient raise of serum vitamin D levels
obtained in this study (Martins D et al, 2014). In accordance with this, Zaleski et al showed that the
beneficial effects of vitamin D on arterial stiffness are dose-dependent. Here, only high-dose vitamin
D lowered arterial stiffness markers, while no similar effects were found in low-dose participants
(Zaleski A et al, 2015).
The hypothesis that only high-dose vitamin D treatment affects arterial stiffness is further supported
by another study in patients on chronic dialysis. This study showed that cholecalciferol treatment had
not any effect on arterial stiffness and cardiac function. In this study, a daily dose of 3000 IU
cholecalciferol was given, which is a lower dose compared to other studies. The absence of a
potential effect on arterial stiffness and cardiac function could be explained by the insufficient raise
of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D to activate VDR in cardiac tissue (Mose FH et al, 2014). However, some
alternative explanations must be considered. Although PWV is accepted as a reliable measure for
arterial stiffness, it can be affected by changes in volemic state. PWV tends to increase by volume
expansion, which can be caused by hemodialysis. Thus, the beneficial effects of cholecalciferol might
be concealed by volume expansion. Another possible explanation for the absence of any changes in
PWV could be the continuation of usual medication and dialysis, which ensures optimal care.
Furthermore, this study included patients irrespective of their plasma 25-hydroxyvitamin D, meaning
that some patients had sufficient vitamin D levels. In this case, increasing vitamin D levels further
may not induce changes in cardiovascular parameters (Mose FH et al, 2014).
In contrast to the data suggesting benefit, Fortier and colleagues showed adverse outcomes of
vitamin D treatment regarding arterial stiffness in an observational study conducted in hemodialysis
patients. Treating these patients with a high (pharmacological) dose of alfacalcidol ended in an
accelerated progression of aortic stiffening (Fortier C et al, 2014). The role of vitamin D in the
development of vascular calcification is still ambiguous in humans. According to Shroff et al, there
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might be a U-shaped relationship between calcitriol and arterial calcification in a pediatric CKD
population (Shroff R et al, 2008). The noticeable effect of high dose alfacalcidol on the progression of
arterial stiffness is in line with the fact that high-dose active vitamin D can lead to toxic and
procalcifying effects. Similarly, animal models of CKD showed that vascular calcification is enhanced
after active vitamin D treatment (Fortier C et al, 2014). The administration of active vitamin D3 to
rabbits and rats provided reproducible animal models of arterial stiffening and hypertension (Richart
T et al, 2007). Moreover, a very recent study on the associations of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D and 25hydroxyvitamin D with hypertension has demonstrated that higher circulating 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin
D levels are linked to a higher risk of hypertension. Possibly, vitamin D induces an increase in calcium
absorption, leading to vascular calcification. This in turn, promotes arterial stiffness and a greater
hypertension risk (van Ballegooijen AJ et al, 2015).
While there is still inconsistency among the available data on vitamin D treatment and arterial
stiffening, the role of the endothelium seems to be crucial in maintaining vascular function. The
PENNY study from 2014 reported beneficial outcomes of vitamin D therapy on cardiovascular system
through endothelial function. Here, paricalcitol improved endothelium-dependent vasodilation
without affecting endothelium-independent vasodilation (Zoccali C et al, 2014). Paricalcitol evoked a
rise in the endothelium-dependent FMD in CKD patients with endothelial-dysfunction. This effect
was specific, such that endothelium-independent vasodilation was unaffected. Interestingly, the
PENNY trials also demonstrated that paricalcitol induced favourable changes in markers for
atherosclerosis (Zoccali C et al, 2014). Some cross-sectional studies have demonstrated the
association between 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D, 25-hydroxyvitamin D and endothelium-dependent
vasodilation in patients suffering from stage 3 to 4 CKD, which indicates that vitamin D deficiency or
insufficiency may adversely affect the vascular system (Chitalia N et al, 2011, Zoccali C et al, 2014).
Paricalcitol was also shown to improve survival in large-scale observational studies conducted in
ESRD patients (Wolf M et al, 2007).
In addition to its fundamental role in vascular function, NO is involved in the regulation of LV diastolic
function. When NO is released in coronary arteries, it accelerates LV relaxation and thereby increases
LV distensibility (Paulus WJ et al, 1999). While the relationship between endothelium-dependent
vasodilation and diastolic function is repeatedly confirmed, paricalcitol has shown to favourably
affect LV diastolic function. The activation of VDR enhanced LV diastolic relaxation and induced
advantageous effects on endothelium-dependent vasodilation in nephrectomized rats (Zoccali C et
al, 2014). Although paricalcitol showed beneficial effect on endothelium-dependent vasodilation,
which fits well with previous observational studies, the PENNY trial did not include any arterial
stiffness measurements. Furthermore, a small proportion of the study population consists of
participants with diabetes mellitus, which might influence vitamin D effects (Zoccali C et al, 2014).
Expanding on the potential effect of vitamin D on the endothelium, several studies demonstrate the
importance of the link between VDR and NOS. The lack of VDR is associated with impaired NO
bioavailability and endothelial dysfunction (Andrukhova O et al, 2013).
Cross-talk between vitamin D and the RAS may offer an alternative explanation for the link between
vitamin D and arterial stiffness. VDR signalling is directly linked to negative regulation of the RAS, and
vitamin D or vitamin D activators appear to exert renal-protective effects partially through alterations
in RAS (Li YC et al, 2002, Yuan W et al, 2007). Furthermore, associations have been found between
vitamin D deficiency and inappropriately elevated renin levels, a potential link that may play a role in
the progression of CKD and CVD (Santoro D et al, 2015). However, the interaction between vitamin D
and the RAS is less well established and notably complex. In light of this, we were only able to give a
brief overview regarding the possible role of RAS in the progression of arterial stiffness and vitamin
D. Further research should expand our understanding of the role of RAS in CKD-related arterial
stiffness.
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CVD is a main cause of mortality in CKD and especially in ESRD (Aytaç MB et al, 2015). Multiple
factors have been implicated in the development of cardiovascular abnormalities (Aytaç MB et al,
2015). Among these factors, arterial stiffness is considered an important risk factor for the high
cardiovascular mortality (Antonini-Canterin F et al, 2008). Vitamin D deficiency, which is highly
prevalent in this population is associated with increased arterial stiffness (Giallauria F et al, 2012).
Vitamin D treatment seems to have a beneficial effect on endothelial function, in particular on
endothelium-dependent vasodilation (Zoccali C et al, 2014). Furthermore, cardiovascular-protective
effects of vitamin D are most likely achieved through the reduction of systemic inflammation and
endothelial dysfunction (Alyami A et al, 2014, Brewer LC et al, 2011). Possibly, the latter involves
VDR- and NOS-dependent mechanism and down regulation of the RAS (Andrukhova O et al, 2013).
While clinical studies showed the impact of vitamin D treatment on endothelial function and arterial
stiffness in CKD patients, the potential beneficial effects of vitamin D appears to be dose-dependent.
Studies that used a high dose vitamin D showed remarkable effects. Since vitamin D overload is used
as a model of arterial stiffening, large trials investigating the posology and the effect of vitamin D
supplementation on vascular structure are highly encouraged (Giallauria F et al, 2012). Similarly,
patient characteristics such as comorbidity and the use of concomitant medications need to clarified
to obtain the desired effect.
Altogether, although the present data concerning vitamin D supplementation and arterial stiffness
remains mixed, accumulating evidence shows that vitamin D treatment has a beneficial impact on
cardiovascular risk factors, including arterial stiffness. Vitamin D seems to exert these effects notably
through the preservation of endothelial function. Additionally, vitamin D reduces oxidative stress,
inflammation and the activity of RAS. Hence we conclude that vitamin D has an advantageous
relationship with arterial stiffness and recommend further studies that assess long-term effects of
vitamin D on cardiovascular risks in more specifically characterized populations.
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